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Motivation

Background

• Dominance of commercial search providers [1,2,3]
• Large scale reliance for exposure and data needs (Users,
Businesses, NGOs, Governments)

• Research groups uncovered many issues[4-8]
• Privacy
• Security
• Bias
• Discrimination
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Motivation

Background

• Many solutions to overcome these issues [7, 9-11]
• Privacy preserving search
• Domain focused search
• Open search index
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Motivation

Background

• Hard to compete against giants [12]
• Lack of funding
• Popular pages don’t allow their crawlers
~ POLITICO 12. Jun. 2021
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Motivation

Background

• Many user-groups interested in alternative search
• Gain data in a transparent and unbiased way
• Search services with security and privacy in mind
• Open Search Foundation
• Open and distributed search index (OSI)
• Unrestricted access
• Privacy protection
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Motivation

Background

• Research communities identified many future directions
• Conversational information seeking | Complex information seeking |
Personalised IR | Retrieval combined with IoT

• Non functional requirements
• Fairness | Accountability | Confidentiality | Transparency
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Motivation

Aim

• Research covers search applications and features BUT …
• Lack of reports on user group and broader community needs
• Goals:
• Insight into user group needs
• Application ideas based on OSI
• Feature ideas based on OSI
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Study Design
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Study Design

Research Questions

• How do students view privacy issues of commercial search
providers?

• What are the data sources students would use for an OSI?
• What apps would students like to see developed as part of an OSI?
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Study Design

Settings & Instruments

• Document containing:
• Brief introduction of issue (dependence on large search providers)
• Conceptual OSI architecture introduced
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Study Design

Settings & Instruments

• OSI built using
• Public web content
• Dynamic content service data
• Data source centred apps
• Enriching existing index data
• Providing additional data
• OSI data retrieved using
• Open search service
• Retrieval centred apps (not search)
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Study Design

Settings & Instruments

• Asked to
• Discuss issues of depending on a few search providers
• Identify sources for OSI extension
• Identify apps for OSI extension
• Identify apps to use OSI
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Study Design

Study Participants

Group

ISR

TET

Recruited from

ISR course Graz University
of Technology

University College of
Teacher Education Tyrol

Count

48 Students

6 Students

Focus
Guide by lecturer

Computer science masters Primary school education
students
focusing on mathematics
No

Yes
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Study Results - ISR Group
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Study Results - ISR Group

Reliance on a Few Search Providers *°

~ The Wall Street Journal 14. Sep. 2021

• Search result influence
• Shape peoples’ opinions
• Focus on profit
• Focus on gaining political power
• Censorship by authoritarian regimes
• Algorithms as black boxes
• Hard to identify data manipulations
*Answers to clearly misunderstood questions were left out.
°Suggestions which are an essential part of any search app were left out.
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~ The Guardian 3. Oct. 2021

Study Results - ISR Group

Reliance on a Few Search Providers
• Market Influence
• Four search engines dominate the market
• Influence regulations for private interests
• Ads in search results favour large companies
• Free services in exchange for personal data
• Data used to influence users’ opinions
• Data sold for profit without users’ knowledge
• Environmental impact of large server farms
• Being cutoff from service can be devastating for
smaller companies
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~ INSIDER 15. Dec. 2020

~ The New York Times 4. Oct. 2021

Study Results - ISR Group

Data Sources for Extending the OSI

• Physical - Maps | Books | Old church archives
• Digital - Private
• Accessible only by authenticated individuals
• Local
• Located and generated by a personal device
• User device data | Smart device health data
• Global
• Located on protected servers
• Search queries | Indexed user data | Private social content
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Study Results - ISR Group

Data Sources for Extending the OSI
• Digital - Public
• Publicly accessible by crawling or via an API
• Verified sources
• Published by official institutions or individuals
• Research data | Country statistics | Health data
• Social sources
• Generated through online social interactions
• User relations | Soc. media posts | QA Data
• Document sources stored on dedicated servers
• Academic documents | Books
• Dataset sources hosted or accessible using APIs
• Contain aggregated data about a specific topic
• AWS open data2 | Google public datasets

• Digital - Public
• Media sources
• Images | Video & Audio content | Meta content
• Device sources
• Generated by public devices (Cameras,
Satellites, etc.)

• Geographic sources
• Describing geographic or traffic aspects
• Location data | Traffic data
• Other sources
• User interactions | Online wikis | Archived

content | Online retailer content | Public data
about individuals | Code repositories
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Study Results - ISR Group

Applications for Extending the OSI
• User input required
• Existing content analysis
• Generating user profiles
• Web page statistics
• User location tracking
• User content collection
• Web page reviews
• Self-reported health symptoms
• Submission of business opening hours
• Submissions of research data
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Study Results - ISR Group

Applications for Extending the OSI

• Processing existing data
• Generate new content from indexed data
• Content analysis
• Analysis of existing content to provide new insights
• plagiarism identification | information credibility estimation | inter-page interaction analysis
• Content generation
• Generate content from existing data
• Description and metadata addition | text and object detection | content summarisation
• Content modification
• Generate new content by modifying existing content
• Bias removal | Translation | Language level adjustment
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Study Results - ISR Group

Applications for Using the OSI

• Search focused ideas
• Ideas for improving the search functionality
• Search feature ideas
• Searching using various input methods and filters | Optional search using user preferences | Custom

ranking algorithms | Result summarization | Presenting connections between different search results |
Search API | Self-hosting search indices | Option to delete indexed personal data | Support for question
answering | Optional gathering and analysis of usage data | Optional usage of interactions to improve
retrieval

• Search target ideas
• Focus on search environments, data types and datasets which could be used to perform searches
• Environments: Offline searching through a local device | Searching inside of webpages | Searching
inside of documents | Search through multiple sources and data types

• Data types/dataset: Media files | User reviews | Research papers
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Study Results - ISR Group

Applications for Using the OSI

• App focused ideas
• Suggestions not directly associated with search
• Geo focused ideas
• Features revolving around maps and traffic.
• Open maps and navigation app | Live visitor data tracking | Navigation based on crowd movement
• Analysis focused apps
• Data analysis and monitoring solutions
• Data visualisation dashboards | Trend analysis tools | Data exploration and analysis tool
• Other ideas
• Virtual assistants | Government and education-focused apps | News and statement validity
estimation apps | Business-oriented apps | Literature research apps | Social networks
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Study Results - TET Group
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Study Results - TET Group

Applications for Using the OSI*°

• Data Sources for Extending the OSI
• High quality teaching materials and books
• Information on the retrieved material to evaluate the suitability of a product
• Applications using the OSI
• Adjust search results using
• Search result filtering
• Restricting searching to a location
• Removing ads and networking with, e.g. Facebook
• Select the results’ language and show the results in their original language
* Due to the group focus on primary education tasks were translated into the German
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° Survey was adjusted to the technical understanding of the group (sources for extending
the OSI and apps for using the OSI were discussed)

Study Results - Group Comparison
• TET Group - Focus on ads and dynamically recommended content
issues

• ISR group - Focus on privacy-related issues
• Why:
• A lack of technical understanding could explain this difference
• Could indicate that the wider public should be more informed
about tracking and data privacy issues.
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Future Work
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Future Work
• More extensive study in the near future
• Broaden insights of current study
• Strengthen understanding of user needs
• Identify further issues relating to commercial search giants
• Focus on broader aspects of open search
• Legal
• Ethical
• Develop initial prototype based these insights
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Thank you! / Any questions?
Twitter
@aleksbobic

Linkedin
Aleksandar Bobic
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